
                   Dosbarth Stars- Home Learning Menu 2 for Nursery: 

***Practice the language in red*** 

Literacy 
*Sharing news 
*Listening to stories/ rhymes 
** Learn/reinforce alphabet sounds 
**Handwriting patterns/letter formation a-z in 
cursive script.  
*Nursery Rhymes- Pori Drwy Stori rhymes 
*Reading and writing child’s name in school script 
*Matching initial sounds to objects. 
* Begin to read simple 3 letter word patterns, if 
sounds are known- ‘bat, cat, mat’, ‘bet, met, get’ etc.  
*Mark making to record stories/ideas using pencils/ 
pens/ chalks/crayons/shaving foam etc.  
*Discuss the story of ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’. 
Ask children to retell and emergently write the story 
in sequence. Parent scribes under child’s writing.  
*Playing with puppets to practise speech. 

 

Maths  
*Sing number songs 
*Recognise number symbols 1-10 and 
to 20, if ready. 
*Recite/count to 5/10/20 forwards & 
backwards 
*Adding one more/one less 
* Count quantities of objects to 10 or more. 
*Recognise/ talk about basic 2 D shapes- 
square, rectangle, triangle and circle and 3D- 
cylinder, cube, cuboid. 
*Making patterns in sequence  
*Matching and sorting objects 
* Time: Days of week, ’before’ and ‘after’ 
* Sort out lengths from shortest to longest. 
* Capacity- empty containers from full to 
empty. 
*Weight –heavy and light objects 

Personal and social development 
*Sharing, taking turns 
*talking about feelings 
*Playing together-play games 
*Trying out new activities 
* Talking about healthy foods and exercise 
* Dressing self and putting own coat on 

Welsh: 
*Singing greeting ‘Bore da, syt wyt 
ti?  
 *weather songs ‘Sut mae'r tywydd?’ 
*Numbers to 10 
*Colours ‘Pa liiw?’ 
*Sharing our feelings ‘Syt wyt ti? Hapus/drist 

Knowledge and Understanding 
of the world 
*Talk about the weather daily.  
*Talk about life cycle of a butterfly: egg, caterpillar, 
cocoon, butterfly- explain with pictures in the story. 
* Investigate mini beast habitats in the garden 
*Cooking in the kitchen ( mini beast biscuits/cakes) 
*Discuss seasonal changes from Spring to Summer 
*Exploring computer programs and iPads (see 
websites list 
 

Creative Development 
*Junk modelling out of boxes 
* Painting stones 
*Making caterpillars out of painted circles/ egg 
boxes. 
* Make a home for a chosen mini beast.  
*Designing a cage for zoo animals. 
* Creating pictures using pencils/ paint 
/crayons /chalks etc. 
*Making things with play dough 
*Dressing up and imaginative play 

Physical Development 
*Mark making 
*Drawing, painting 
*Threading beads, scissor skills 
* Moving to music 
*Cutting/sticking activities 
*Throwing/catching  
*Dance- Moving like insects, following instructions    
*Drama- Acting out behaviour of animals- focus on 
descriptive language.  ‘Can you crawl like a cat?’ etc. 
 

Music 
*Sing rhyming songs/Nursery 
rhymes 
*Sing action songs (Incy, wincy .spider) etc. 
*Encourage your child to listen to different 
types of music. 
*Make own musical instrument, out of plastic 
milk bottles. Experiment with sound and 
dynamics. 
* Make up songs. 



 


